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Who am I?  Why am I here?

• M&A Partner at Jenner & Block’s New York Office

• My practice focuses on representing Scandinavian 
clients in the U Sclients in the U.S.

• I have been “fortunate” enough to experience 
some of the market trends personally
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I i fi h ll d bI was an associate at a firm that collapsed because 
its partners became too greedy
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I was a partner at a firm that tried the strategy of 
“Global Domination” by merging with several firms 

d i 28 ffi d th ldand opening 28 offices around the world
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A d I U S l fi h iAnd now I am a partner at a U.S. law firm that is 
trying to distinguish itself not by the numbers, but 
by its excellence and quality (quite a uniqueby its excellence and quality (quite a unique 
approach nowadays…) 
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What I am Trying to Avoid…
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What I Will Start With…
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Several Firms Have Collapsed
• There have been several collapses of large US 

firms in the past decade:firms in the past decade:
– Brobeck, Phleger, & Harrison (2003)
– Coudert Brothers LLP (2006)
– Jenkens & Gilchrist (2007)
– Thelen LLP (2008)
– Heller Ehrman LLP (2008)
– Dreier LLP (2008)

H LLP (2011)– Howrey LLP (2011)
– Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP (2012)
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The Lessons Learned from the Collapse of 
Dewey & LeBoeufDewey & LeBoeuf
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Why Should We Focus on the Dewey Story?

• The most “spectacular” law firm failure in the U.S. 
(and there were several)(and there were several)

• The mistakes are indicative of the changes in the 
U S legal industry and many U S firms make oneU.S. legal industry and many U.S. firms make one 
or more of them

• The compilation of mistakes at Dewey & LeBoeuf 
is almost like the “perfect storm”
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Dewey & LeBoeuf – Basic Info and Timeline
• Dewey & LeBoeuf was created in October 2007 through the combination of two 

top New York firms, Dewey Ballantine and LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae.

D B ll ti• Dewey Ballantine 
– Formed in 1909
– Very prestigious
– Well known for capital markets workp
– In 2007 profitability was declining

• LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae
Formed in 1929– Formed in 1929

– Well known for insurance work
– From 2000-2006 profits per equity partner (PPEP) more than doubled from $705,000 

to $1,450,000
Chairman of the firm was Steven Davis soon to become chairman of the combined– Chairman of the firm was Steven Davis – soon to become chairman of the combined 
firm

– For several years, busy “buying” its way up the ranks
• In the 4 years before the merger hired 60 lateral partners
• Typical guarantees of 3 4 years to coming laterals
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Why Merge?
• General conditions in the legal market

– More lawyers than work to be doneMore lawyers than work to be done
• ~45,000 law school graduates a year in the U.S.

– Clients pushing to reduce legal costs
– Many legal services have become low cost commodities
– Many firms have the capabilities to provide the more 

profitable workprofitable work
– Growing in-house legal departments grabbing an 

increasing part of the legal work
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Why Merge (Cont.)?
• Increasing consolidation in the market

• Push to distinguish the firm by size expertise or• Push to distinguish the firm by size, expertise or 
otherwise or risk decline (more about that later)

• Dewey and LeBoeuf complemented each otherDewey and LeBoeuf complemented each other 
– complimentary practices
– similar profits (albeit opposite trajectories)

• Performance issues get emphasized by AMLAW
– Disclosure of law firm financial information to the American 

Lawyer MagazineLawyer Magazine
– Reporting of firm revenue, revenue per lawyer, profit per 

equity partner and other parameters has caused a frenzy… 
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The Results of the Merger (August 2007)
• ~1,300 lawyers (~3,000 employees)

• 26 offices around the world

• 2008 reported revenue of $1.03 billion

• 2008 reported PPEP of $1 55 million• 2008 reported PPEP of $1.55 million 

• Before the firm's demise, Dewey & LeBoeuf was recognized as having 
some of the top practice groups and lawyers in the world:
– Chambers Global (2009 edition) ranked Dewey & LeBoeuf as a leader in 35 

practice or sector categories and named 37 of its lawyers as leading 
practitioners;

– Legal 500 U.S. (2009 edition) ranked Dewey & LeBoeuf as a leading firm in 16 
ti t t i ith 28 t i d l d i th ipractice or sector categories, with 28 partners recognized as leaders in their 

area of practice; and
– Chambers USA (2009 edition) ranked Dewey & LeBoeuf as a leading firm in 29 

practice or sector categories, with 56 partners recognized as leaders in their 
area of practice
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The Perfect Storm – Optimism Meets Reality 
• Early 2008 – “Compensation Season” at Dewey & LeBoeuf 

• Alignment of compensation of the two merged firms resultsAlignment of compensation of the two merged firms results 
in budgeted compensation in 2008 that was 25% higher 
than the two firms best netting years ever

• March 13, 2008 – compensation decisions are announced

• March 14, 2008 - Bear Stearns collapses

• September 2008 –Lehman collapses and AIG almost 
follows

• Capital markets – the lifeline of many of the Dewey & 
LeBoeuf practices completely dry up
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Big Numbers = Big Problems
• 2008 profit pool ends up being $278 million – 40% below the budgeted 

compensation announced in March

I d t h tf ll $60 f 2009 Q1 d• In order to cover shortfall $60mm from 2009 Q1 revenues are used

• Numerous guarantees need to be paid out first

• Many partners receive IOUs for portion of compensation

• Many partners see compensation cut by more than 40%

• Revenue in 2009 slips another 16% and profits fall 13%

• April 2010 - Dewey & LeBoeuf sells $150mm in notes to investors and enters 
into $100mm credit line with banksinto $100mm credit line with banks

• Firm issues guarantees to existing partners - by late 2011 more than 100 
“partners” had guarantees
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And the Problems Continue
• In 2011, market improves - Dewey & LeBoeuf hires 37 lateral 

partners

• Head of M&A practice negotiates an 8-year, $8mm per year 
contract with firm (more than Daniel Agger is making at Liverpool)

By late 2011 the firm’s obligations for current and deferred• By late 2011 the firm’s obligations for current and deferred 
compensation exceeded its earnings by more than $250mm

• Credit line is almost fully drawnCredit line is almost fully drawn 

• For 2011 revenue was $780mm and profit was $280mm of which 
½ was to be used to pay debts to partners for prior years

• Massive departures of partners start
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Partner Defections
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The End Result
• May 28, 2012 – Dewey & LeBoeuf files for Chapter 11 

bankruptcy, the largest U.S. law firm failure ever

• Hundreds of millions of dollars of estimated losses for 
banks, lenders and investors

• March 6, 2014 - Dewey & LeBoeuf’s former Chairman, 
Executive Director and CFO are indicted for several dozen 
felonies each, including grand larceny, securities fraud and 
falsifying business recordsfalsifying business records

• March 2014 - 6 former Dewey & LeBoeuf employees plead 
guilty in connection with accounting fraudguilty in connection with accounting fraud

• U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission filed a civil 
fraud lawsuit against five former Dewey & LeBoeuf officials
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What Has Dewey Taught Us?
• The American Lawyer AmLaw 100 rankings and 

their effect on the markettheir effect on the market

• Pricing pressures

• Structural Issues

L t l hi i• Lateral hiring

• Guarantees

• Cash flow issues
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AmLaw 100 – What is it?
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Can You Trust the AmLaw Numbers?
• Manipulation of reported numbers to AmLaw

– Dewey’s reported revenue:Dewey s reported revenue:
• $910mm in 2010 (actually $759mm)
• $935mm in 2011 (actually $782mm)

– Dewey’s reported PPEP: 
• $1 60mm in 2010 (actually $980k)• $1.60mm in 2010 (actually $980k)
• $1.80mm in 2011 (actually $1.04mm)

– Banks that service the big law firms claim that 
many firms manipulate their numbers
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So Is Revenue Really “Suffering”?
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So Is Revenue Really “Suffering” (Cont.)?

• Overall revenue:
– In 1999 – 1 U.S. law firm with revenue in excess of $1In 1999 1 U.S. law firm with revenue in excess of $1 

billion (top firm with revenue of $1.025 billion)
– In 2013 – 23 U.S. law firms with revenue in excess of $1 

$billion (top firm with revenue of $2.48 billion)

• Revenue per lawyer:p y
– In 1999 – 2 U.S. law firms with revenue per lawyer in 

excess of $1mm
– In 2013 – 30 U.S. law firms with revenue per lawyer in 

excess of $1mm
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So Are Profits Really “Suffering”?
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So Are Profits Really “Suffering” (Cont.)?
• In 1999 – 17 U.S. law firms with PPEP in excess of 

$1mm (top firm with PPEP of $3.385mm)

• In 2013 – 65 U.S. law firms with PPEP in excess of 
$1mm (top firm with PPEP of $4.755mm)

8 firms with PPEP > $3mm– 8 firms with PPEP > $3mm
– 23 firms with PPEP > $2mm

• Through all the years of the recession generally• Through all the years of the recession, generally 
speaking – profits continued to rise

• Is it possible that we are getting greedy?Is it possible that we are getting greedy?

• What is the effect of these numbers on clients?
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Pricing Pressures
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Pricing Pressures
• Pricing pressure:

– Decline of the billable hour
– Alternative fee arrangements become dominant force
– Refusal to pay for junior associates

• Most Scandinavian clients are more attentive to senior lawyers’ ratesy

– Growth of class of contract lawyers
• Very U.S. phenomena resulting from litigation practices
• Cheaper rates
• Non-partnership track lawyers
• Outsourced to service providers or increasingly employed directly by firms

– More difficult to increase rates annually
• Used to be automatic
• Immediate reflection on realization

– Declining realization
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Structural Issues
• Excess capacity at firms

– Too many associates (some of which clients will not payToo many associates (some of which clients will not pay 
for)

– Too many of-counsel and non-equity partners clogging 
promotion prospects for associates

– Many firms have too many equity partners
Traditional desired leverage of 1:3 is becoming more– Traditional desired leverage of 1:3 is becoming more 
and more difficult to maintain
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Competition Leads to Structural Changes

• Intense competition between firms
– Increased focus on:Increased focus on:

• Numbers
• Revenue
• PPEP

– Less focus on professional standards and quality of work 
d tproduct 

– AmLaw #s became a major lateral recruiting tool
Parameters for promotion to partnership increasingly– Parameters for promotion to partnership increasingly 
revenue-driven
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Competition Leads to Structural Changes

• Increased spread in partner compensation
– Move away from lockstep to “eat what you kill”Move away from lockstep to eat what you kill
– Revenue is the big driver of pay
– Increased spread to up to 20:1 at some of the big firms 

(25:1 at Dewey)
– “Service partners” get squeezed in favor of rain makers

L id t id l th i t– Lower-paid partners paid less than associates
– Pay ties to mobility and “portability”

Ability to pay for talent that does not directly generate– Ability to pay for talent that does not directly generate 
work diminished
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Structural Changes (Cont.)
• Change from real partnerships to “corporate” model

– Large professional management teams
Financial driven parameters become more relevant than qualitative– Financial-driven parameters become more relevant than qualitative 
parameters

– Need to deliver annual (and even quarterly) numbers…

• Complex structures (e.g., Swiss Verien) result in misaligned 
incentives

C ti f t ti t hi• Creation of two-tier partnerships
– Non-equity partners are not counted for purposes of AmLaw PPEP 

calculation
Increasing structural issue at many firms– Increasing structural issue at many firms

– Dilution of the meaning of partnership
– Dilution of partner-track for young lawyers and visibility of upside
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Future Models – Where are we Heading?
• The full-service national, regional or super-regional 

one-size fits all, not very specialized, firm
Man e amples of this t pe of firm– Many examples of this type of firm

– Commoditization hurting these firms
– Probably require some form of change to maintain 

performanceperformance

• Global players with vast networks
Increasing trend of globalization– Increasing trend of globalization

– Attempt to service all clients everywhere
– Structural issues

Q lit th b d?– Quality across the brand?
– Focus on revenue
– Is this the road to increased profitability?
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The “Giant Alternatives” – Hot Off the Press

• The firms AmLaw calls the “Giant Alternatives” —
the six enormous global Swiss Vereinsthe six enormous global Swiss Vereins
– Performance stumbled in 2013
– On average, their 2013 RPL dropped by 4.7%
– On average, their 2013 PPP dropped by 8.2%
– Yet they still added lawyers, increasing 2013 headcount 

b 31%by 31%
– These firms are huge but not hugely profitable: although 

they house almost 20% of the 2013 AmLaw 100′sthey house almost 20% of the 2013 AmLaw 100 s 
lawyers, they generate less than 14% of the revenue
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Future Models (Cont.)
• Boutiques focused on doing one (or several) things 

very well and very profitablyvery well and very profitably
– “Bet-the-company” litigation and M&A powerhouses

S i li t fi th t f t th t• Specialist firms that focus on one category, that 
may not be very profitable, but high volume

Focus on cornering the market in these niche areas– Focus on cornering the market in these niche areas
• Labor and employment
• Trade regulationade egu a o
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Lateral Hiring
Average tenure for partners at AmLaw 100 firms is 5.2 years

Loyalty and life-long service at one firm are becoming very rare

+ Portability of self-generated business is key in compensation

+ Many firms pay partners the minimum necessary to prevent+ Many firms pay partners the minimum necessary to prevent 
them from leaving (assuming they don’t want them to leave)

+ Firms eager to grow are usually willing to pay lateral partners a g g y g p y p
premium

+ No non-competes

= Result is a very unsteady firm structure where any partner may 
leave at any time
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Guarantees to Laterals
• Over 100 Dewey partners had guarantees (some up to 

8 years!)

• In 2012, Dewey owed partners $250mm in guaranteed 
compensation

• Guarantees are based on past performance
– Very difficult to forecast 12 months forward

Departure from existing firm throws another wrench in the– Departure from existing firm throws another wrench in the 
forecast

– Many (if not most) laterals fail to deliver the promised 
“portable book”p

• If overall firm performance is declining and newcomers 
get guarantees – hard feelings emerge 
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Cash Flow – Bank Loans & Capital
• Debt is what ended up “killing” Dewey

• Not the first profitable firm that goes under because of cash flow issues

• Cash flow and liquidity have become major focal point in daily firm 
management and recruiting

C it l i t i fi h i d i ifi tl• Capital requirements in firms have increased significantly

• Many firms require non-equity partners to inject “equity” into the firm

• Back-to-back loans from banks make capital injection easier for 
partners

Makes it a lot more difficult when firms do go under• Makes it a lot more difficult when firms do go under
– Partners on the hook for capital
– Partners on the hook for up to 3 years of distributions (fraudulent conveyance theory)
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Jenner & Block – Your Natural Source for Quality
OverviewOverview

• Jenner & Block has 450 attorneys in four offices in Chicago, New York, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C.

• Named to The American Lawyer’s prestigious “A-List” of the top 20 law firms nationwide in 2012 and 2013

• The BTI Client Service A-Team 2014 report ranked Jenner & Block in the top 5% in client service out of 
650 law firms

Sophisticated Transactional Practice

• We represent our clients in complex corporate transactions, including some of the largest transactions in 
history

• Headline deals for clients such as: General Motors, General Dynamics, Hertz, Honeywell, Obagi Medical 
Products, Guggenheim Partners, Danfoss, Lonza Group, Novozymes and Takeda Pharmaceutical

Litigation Powerhouse

• The BTI Litigation Outlook 2014 labeled Jenner & Block a “Powerhouse in Complex Commercial 
Litigation” and as a “BTI Awesome Opponent,” one of the eight most feared firms in litigation

• A go-to firm for high profile investigations
– Lehman Brothers – Examiner in the Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings
– General Motors – Internal investigation involving recalls for faulty ignitions
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– New Jersey Legislature – Investigation regarding the lane closure on the George Washington Bridge


